INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
60mm JDM SERIES WHITE/AMBER LED DISPLAY

Volt Gauge

- RED - Constant 12v
- BLACK - Ground
- WHITE - Accessory 12v
- ORANGE - 12v Headlight switch
  (For dimming at night)

Boost / Vacuum Gauge

- RED - Constant 12v
- BLACK - Ground
- WHITE - Accessory 12v
- ORANGE - 12v Headlight switch
  (For dimming at night)

Boost Installation

Sensor wiring harness

Waterproof Boost / Vacuum Sensor

Is your gauge not sitting at zero?

To compensate for altitude you can zero out the gauge using the supplied key (or 2mm allen wrench).

With the key on - engine off, wait for the gauge needle to stop moving and slowly turn the screw until the needle sits at zero.
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